Adventure in Croatia
Sample program
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Day 1
Zagreb
Secret Dalmatia private guided walking tour of Zagreb with welcome dinner
Welcome to Croatia! Meet your chauffeur at Zagreb airport for a short 30-minute private transfer to Zagreb
center and check in to your Hotel Esplanade 5*. Housed in an elegant and distinguished building originally
built in 1925 and designed to accommodate passengers from the Orient Express, the Esplanade Hotel is
known for its impeccable service and luxurious accommodations. It is one of the city's most famous and
gracious buildings, and it has hosted presidents, politicians, movie stars and musicians among its many
distinguished guests. This hotel flawlessly combines luxury and convenience providing exquisite
accommodation in Zagreb and ensuring a relaxing and rejuvenating stay for business and leisure travelers
alike.
In the afternoon meet your private guide for a guided walking tour of the historic center. Founded in the
Middle Ages, Zagreb began life as two separate entities, Kaptol and Gradec, which today comprise the
historic Gornji Grad (Upper Town). Centered around the city's landmark cathedral, Kaptol was a religious
center, while Gradec was home to craftsmen and merchants. Outsiders collectively referred to the
settlements as Zagreb (meaning 'behind the hill'), although they were not officially united as the City of
Zagreb until 1850. Boom time followed with the late 19th century characterized by the arrival of the railways
and the construction of Donji Grad (Lower Town). During your tour you will visit Zagreb Museum of Illusions
– explore the world of illusions and experience the impossible.
After your tour, enjoy a sumptuous dinner in one of Zagreb classic restaurants. Enjoy you evening at leisure.
Hotel: Esplanade 5* Meals: breakfast, dinner

Day 2
Zagreb
Private guided hiking tour of Medvednica with traditional lunch
Meeting with your guide and driver at hotel lobby at 10 h. Drive towards Medvednica mountain from where
you will start a 2 miles long hiking trail (Miroslavec trail) through the woods and alongside a romantic
stream. This educational path ends at Kraljičin zdenac (Queen's Well), a place of stream Kraljevec source and
a beautiful small pond where you will be able to rest for a while. A ten minute walk from there will take you
to Medvedgrad, a picturesque medieval castle which has been watching over Zagreb for eight centuries.
During a short visit through the castle ruins you will be able to hear the story of legendary Black Queen, see
the eternal flames of the Homeland Altar and take beautiful panoramic photographs of Zagreb. A half an
hour walk downhill through the woods will bring you back to the starting point where you will enjoy a
traditional lunch. After lunch return back to the hotel.
Remainder of day at leisure, explore Zagreb on your own.
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Hotel: Esplanade 5* Meals: breakfast, lunch

Day 3
Zagreb – Rab
Visit Turanj and Plitvice National park
Meet your chauffeur after check out for private transfer to Rab Island. After some 45 minutes driving
distance from Zagreb, on the southern entrances to the city of Karlovac, between the Karlovac-Slunj-PlitviceSplit state road and the Korana River, in the suburb of Turanj, lie the remnants of Austrian army barracks, a
witness to the interesting and abundant military past of the city of Karlovac.
Afterwards, continue toward Plitivice Lakes where your local expert guide will be waiting for a private tour
of the national park (app. 3 – 4 hour program). According to legend, the Plitvice lakes were created after a
long drought. The "Black Queen" took pity on the people and animals that cried for water. Heavy rain began
to fall and continued until they formed the lakes we see today. The natural attributes of the Plitvice Lakes
National Park, uniqueness and sensibility of that phenomenon, deserve full attention of our visitors. Plitvice
National Park is Croatia’s natural masterpiece. Even for seasoned world travelers, the overpowering beauty
and grandeur of Plitvice National Park is simply astounding. With waterfalls spilling over impossible hills,
sixteen different lakes and fascinating flora and fauna, Plitvice is the most visited place in the entire country!
Since 1979, it has been under the protection of UNESCO as a rare World Heritage Site and is considered to be
the most beautiful national park in Europe.
Continue to Rab. Upon arrival, check in to Hotel Arbiana 4*. Arbiana Hotel is located on the greenest island
of Croatia, and in one of the sunniest parts of Europe. You can find it just behind the city walls, in its own
park, on the edge of the crystal clear sea. Hotel Arbiana distinguishes itself with exclusive care and excellent
quality of service that creates an unforgettable experience for its guests. It is a perfect ambiance even for the
most demanding of clients. Hotel offers to its clients an excellent service ensuring that each guest has a
memorable and charming stay, together with complete relaxation for body and soul. Remainder of the day
in Rab at your leisure.
Hotel: Arbiana 4* Meals: breakfast
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Day 4
Rab
Hiking tour of Rab Island
This morning meet our expert guide for Secret Dalmatia private hiking tour of Rab Island. You will explore
this island of marvelous scenic diversity, a variety of beautiful beaches, a cultural milieu dating back to preRoman times, with its four characteristic bell-towers, a town of rich historic heritage further refined into a
complete experience for the senses, long pleasant walks, more than 120 years of experience in organized
tourism and to cap it all, the kindness, hospitality and diligence of the island's people. A bountiful sea, rich in
natural healing herbs, fertile fields, vineyards and olive groves but also, first and foremost, the people of
Rab, genuinely glad to see every guest, each of whom they receive as a dear friend. That is what makes this
Mediterranean Adriatic island a top holiday destination all year round.
Hotel: Arbiana 4* Meals: breakfast

Day 5
Rab – Goli Otok
Unique Sea Kayaking tour of Goli Otok – Hell in Adriatic
Meet your guide for a unique experience, today we will visit infamous Goli Otok Island! Goli Otok - the naked
island - was not named because of its bare surface without any vegetation like in many peoples opinion, it
gets its name, just because of the fact, that the island was a secret place for nudists in earlier years. It is a
barren, uninhabited island that was the site of a political prison in use when Croatia was part of Yugoslavia.
The prison was in operation between 1949 and 1989. The island is located in the northern Adriatic Sea with
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an area of approximately 4 square kilometers (1.54 square miles). The prison was shut down in 1988 and
completely abandoned in 1989. Since then it has been left to ruin. Today it is frequented by the occasional
tourist on a boat trip and populated by shepherds from Rab.
Hotel: Arbiana 4* Meals: breakfast

Day 6
Rab – Zadar
Classic Secret Dalmatia private guided walking tour of Zadar
Check out and meet your chauffeur for a private transfer to Zadar.
Upon arrival to Zadar, check in to Hotel Bastion 4*, member of the Relais & Chateaux selection of hotels.
Hotel Bastion is a unique city boutique-hotel, which accentuates the cultural heritage of the city of Zadar. It
is located in the historic core and built on the remains of the medieval fortress “Kaštela” from the thirteenth
century.
In the afternoon, meet your local expert guide for a private walking tour of Zadar. Beautiful historic city of
Zadar was the capital of Dalmatia for many centuries. The walled Old Town is a treasure of the ancient city
remains dating from Roman times, infused with ingenious adaptation of historic buildings. Fortified with
medieval walls, distinguished for their impressive portals dating back to the sixteenth century, the ancient
peninsula still preserves the old network of narrow and charming city streets, as well as a Roman forum
dating back to the first century AD. The modern installations the “Sea organ” and the “Salute to the sun”
only add to the charm of Zadar. It was Hitchcock who once said, “Zadar has the most beautiful sunset in the
world,” so be sure to catch one for yourself.
Hotel: Bastion 4* Meals: breakfast
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Day 7
Zadar
Hiking tour of Paklenica National Park
Spelunking at Modrič Cave
Meet your chauffeur and guide in the morning and leave toward Paklenica National Park, the UNESCO World
Biosphere Reserve and a favorite hiking and climbing destination in this part of Europe. Lying on the
southeast slopes of the Velebit Mountain near the coast and cut by two awe-inspiring gorges, Mala Paklenica
and Velika Paklenica's scenery is one of the most pristine in the Mediterranean. The lofty peaks making up
this range offer magnificent views of both coastal and mountain scenery. The Park area contains 150-200 km
of trails and paths, from those intended for tourists, leading from Velika Paklenica Canyon to Manita pec
cave, Lugarnica forest cottage and the mountain hut, to those intended for mountaineers, leading to the
highest peaks of Velebit.
After your tour continue toward Modrič Cave for spelunking – true adventure for all generations! Spelunkers
have described caving in the amazing Modrić cave as one the best experiences in Europe! This small (only
840 meters) long cave is so beautifully decorated that each step is a unique discovery. The cave is not
accessible for large groups of tourists and this ensures a very personal caving adventure.
Return transfer to Zadar in the late afternoon hours and enjoy your evening at leisure.
Hotel: Bastion 4* Meals: breakfast
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Day 8
Zadar
Private motor boat tour of Kornati National Park
Meet your skipper and board your motor boat (Sessa C42) for today’s private tour of Kornati National Park.
Kornati is a surreal dreamscape, a natural archipelago of more than 140 uninhabited islands so stunning in
their random beauty that according to the legend, after God created the world, there were still a few gems
still left in his hand, so he threw them over his shoulder into the sea and Kornati were born. Entrance tickets
to National Park and lunch on one of the islands are included.
Retur to Zadar in the afternoon hours and enjoy reminder of the day at leisure.
Hotel: Bastion 4* Meals: breakfast

Day 9
Zadar – Split
Private guided tour of Krka Waterfalls National Park
Exclusive Secret Dalmatia wine pairing menu at Pelegrini restaurant in Šibenik
After breakfast and check out meet your chauffeur in the morning and depart to the Krka Waterfalls. On its
green path, River Krka has seven falls, the last one being the amazing Skradinski buk. Thanks to the constant
process of travertine building, the Krka River is a karst phenomenon, carving a spectacular canyon on its 70
kilometers journey from the foothills of Dinara Mountains to the amazing estuary under the walls of historic
Sibenik. Walk the winding wooden paths through the main park area and visit the ethno museum and shops
housed in the old mills at Skradinski buk.
Leaving the splendor of Krka waterfalls behind, continue to the historic city of Šibenik and visit the famous
UNESCO protected cathedral of St. James, considered by many the most beautiful in Croatia. Afterwards, a
gourmet once-in-a-lifetime experience is waiting for you; our exclusive Secret Dalmatia slow food lunch at
the “Pelegrini” restaurant that just cannot be described by words. You will savor a memory of this sevencourse meal paired with the best wines from the region for a long time.
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Before your arrival to Split, visit Šibenik Falconry Center and enjoy a wonderful experience that will bring you
face to face with creatures that you would normally never see at such close quarters.
Upon arrival to Split, check in your Hotel Judita Palce 4*. This is hotel for lovers of culture and it is an
extensive four-storey building, on the elevations of which the fundamental historical and cultural periods of
medieval and modern Europe can be observed: Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance. On the eastern
elevation it is easy to see the features of the Romanesque and the Gothic, while the northern elevation
facing onto Pjaca has Renaissance features. The access to this spacious patrician home is through the internal
court, in which even today there is an old wellhead, while the staircase leads to the upper floor that is meant
only for guests of the Judita Palace Hotel. From the hotel balcony, guests of the Judita Palace can enjoy the
view of Pjaca, always interesting and never the same. Enjoy reminder of your day at leisure.
Hotel: Judita Palace 4*, Meals: Breakfast, wine pairing lunch

Day 10
Split
Cetina River Rafting and Zip Line adventure
Morning departure to Omiš, a small central Dalmatian town and harbor situated in the mouth of the Cetina
River and surrounded with massive gorges. In the past, Omis was notorious because of the pirates of Omis
whose ships were a centuries-long symbol of retaliation, courage and strength. Rafting on Cetina can reveal a
different Dalmatia, now hidden behind the mountains. Discover the beauty of the crystal clear Cetina River
with magnificent waterfalls, deep canyons, spectacular forests, hidden caves, river islands, mild rapids and
fabulous old mills where you will stop for lunch. Our experienced guide (skipper) is at your service and will
make sure you have an exciting, fun and safe adventure. No previous experience necessary!

Zipline is an adrenaline entertainment where guests descend through the canyon down the steel wire rope,
secured with a belt. Adventure also includes training and a short walk in nature. Zipline is located 3 km from
Omis, in the canyon of the Cetina River and consists of eight wires total length of 2100m and zipline gives
you up to three hours of unforgettable fun and beautiful nature . Before the beginning, you go to the training
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ground and each guest receives equipment . There are two short wires, length 25m , where guides show you
how to brake and act on cable.
The next thing is a short walk to the first wire. During the walk, you can enjoy the beautiful, almost
untouched nature and stunning views of the Cetina river canyon. One of the guide hooks you up at the
beginning of each wire, while the other one waits for you at the end of each wire. That is the system to pass
all eight wires. The finish point of a zipline tour is located 50m from the road, and there is our van waiting to
take you back to Omis.
After the tour enjoy lunch at a traditional estate by the river Cetina.
Hotel: Judita Palace 4* Meals: breakfast, lunch

Day 11
Split
Exclusive Secret Dalmatia cycling tour of Dalmatian Hinterland with picnic lunch
Meet our expert guide for a memorable cycling tour of the Dalmatian hinterland. Explore the rugged terrain
and beautiful countryside while mountain biking on the paths, fields and hillsides of the Dalmatian
hinterland in order to discover the interior and land surrounding the Cetina river spring which is considered
to be the first area inhabited by the Croats. Bike across the paths, fields and landscapes of the Dalmatian
hinterland, along the Peruča Lake and through the Cetina river canyon at the base of Croatia’s highest
mountain, Dinara to the source of life – the Cetina river spring. The entire region to be covered during this
adventure is one of Croatia’s richest archaeological areas with great historical and cultural significance.
Traditional picnic lunch with wine will be served! Return to Split for remainder of the day at leisure.
Hotel: Judita Palace 4* Meals: breakfast, lunch
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Day 12
Split – Dubrovnik
Oyster harvesting and seafood lunch on a private island
After breakfast and check out, meet up with your chauffeur for a private transfer to Dubrovnik. Some 1.5
hours from Dubrovnik you will stop in the towns of Ston and Mali Ston. The former is home to what once
was the most important fortress along the Republic’s northern border. It was also a major salt-producing
town, as evidenced by salt pans in the inlet. We'll stop in the sleepy sister town of Mali Ston, home to
Croatia's most delicious oysters, carefully grown in beds throughout the bay. A local oysterman will harvest
the most famous oysters right out of the sea for you to enjoy right on the spot! You will embark his boat and
learn how it’s done. Continue to his island and enjoy a delicious seafood lunch prepared with his family.
Upon arrival to Dubrovnik, check in to Hotel Excelsior 5*. Operating since 1913, Dubrovnik Hotel Excelsior is
known as one of the finest five star hotels on the Mediterranean according to the eminent Sunday Times.
Just a few steps from the UNESCO Dubrovnik Old town and overlooking the Adriatic Sea, the hotels stunning
location, elegance and Mediterranean charm make it one of the most beautiful hotels in the world. The
Excelsior Hotel is distinctive for its outstanding service of the highest quality.
Enjoy reminder of your first day at leisure.
Hotel: Excelsior 5* Meals: breakfast, light sea food lunch
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Day 13
Dubrovnik
Classic Secret Dalmatia sea kayak adventure under the city walls
Classic Secret Dalmatia private guided walking tour of Dubrovnik Old town and city walls
This morning a wonderful experience of kayaking under the walls of Dubrovnik is waiting for you! Meet your
chauffeur and depart toward St. Jacob’s beach after breakfast for unique sea kayaking adventure towards
the island of Lokrum, passing right under the magnificent City walls. Discover unreachable caves and hidden
beaches while paddling past impressive sea rocks. Experience the cultural-historical sites from a different
and exciting perspective and enjoy swimming and snorkeling in the crystal clear blue Adriatic Sea. You will
have a short stop on the island of Lokrum, so you can take a walk through its beautiful botanical garden or
relax in a cafe on the island sipping cold refreshing drinks before returning to the mainland.
Meet your guide in the afternoon for a walking tour of Dubrovnik Old Town and city walls. Famous George
Bernard Shaw was enchanted by this beautiful city, about which he said "those who seek paradise on Earth
should come to Dubrovnik and see Dubrovnik", as well as, famously, describing it as "the pearl of the
Adriatic". Dubrovnik truly is a stunning city with its amazing Old Town, which became a UNESCO World
Heritage site in 1979. A magnificent curtain of walls surrounds marble streets and baroque buildings that
exude a pearly light in the Adriatic sun. The main pedestrian thoroughfare, Placa, is a melange of cafés and
shops with outstanding monuments at either end. Churches, monasteries and museums ornamented with
finely carved stone recall an eventful history and a vibrant artistic tradition. Return to hotel on your own.
Enjoy evening at leisure.
Hotel: Excelsior 5* Meals: breakfast

Day 14
Dubrovnik
Departure day. Meet your chauffeur after check out for private transfer to Dubrovnik Airport.
Farewell until we meet again!
Meals: Breakfast

* * End of Program**
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Program includes:
2 night in Zagreb, Hotel Esplanade 5*
2 nights in Rab, Hotel Arbiana 4*
3 night in Zadar, Hotel Bastion 4*
3 nights in Split, Hotel Judita Palace 4*
2 nights in Dubrovnik, Hotel Excelsior 5*
Breakfasts daily, all taxes and VAT
Professional English speaking local chauffeurs and local guides for your tours
Basic Insurance
24-Hour-Emergency-Assistance
Private transfer from Zagreb airport to Hotel Esplanade
Secret Dalmatia private guided walking tour of Zagreb’s historic center (entrance tickets to Museum of
Illusions included) with welcome dinner
Private guided hiking tour of Medvednica with traditional lunch
Private transfer from Zagreb to Rab (entrance tickets for Military museum of Turanj, Plitvice national park
and private local guide included)
Private guided hiking tour of Rab
Private sea kayaking tour of Goli Otok
Private transfer from Rab to Zadar
Secret Dalmatia private walking tour of Zadar
Private hiking tour of Paklenica National Park and spelunking at Modrič cave (entrance tickets and
experienced licensed mountain guide included)
Private motor boat tour of Kornati National Park
Private transfer from Split to Zadar with stop in Krka NP and Šibenk (private guided walking tour and
entrance tickets to Krka NP and Falconry center included)
Exclusive Secret Dalmatia wine pairing menu at Pelegrini restaurant in Šibenik
Cetina river rafting and Zip line adventure with lunch and return transfer
Exclusive Secret Dalmatia hinterland cycling adventure with lunch
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik with en route oyster harvesting and seafood lunch on a private
island
A day of Art & Culture in Cavtat & Konavle (private guide and all transfers during the tour included)
Private transfer from Hotel Excelsior to Dubrovnik airport

Not included:
Meals and beverages other than those listed
Entrance tickets to museums, some churches, national parks etc. unless noted
Flights
Insurance
Gratuities
Optional tours
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